NOTE: Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be reattached if separation occurs. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

CHANGING TO VEHICLE

1. Start with GRINDOR in robot mode.
2. Untransform GRINDOR to reveal aircraft components.
3. Convert GRINDOR into vehicle mode, transforming limbs and body to resemble an aircraft.
4. Adjust wings and body sections to finalize the vehicle transformation.

TRANSFORMERS.COM

94020/16770 Asst.
Push button for spinning rotor blades!

Push button to open cage. Insert SCORPONOK® mini-figure and snap closed. Press button to drop SCORPONOK mini-figure into battle!

Push button to convert back into robot.
Reverse order of instructions to convert back into robot.

1. AUTOBOT RATCHET

2. VEHICLE MODE

3. Transforms to Hummer H2

4. Some poses may require hand support.